Call for Artists
WeTilt is an online art collective platform based in Rome looking
for artists to exhibit and sell their artwork on our website that will
be launched in August 2019.
This website has been created to promote museum quality
prints from independent artists encouraging their artistic value
while engaging the public to explore and collect artworks.We are
looking for amateur and professional independent artists and
photographers working all over the world to join our collective.

How to apply?
There is not a specific theme for this call and all artworks will be
taken into consideration by WeTilt.
Participating in the call requires artists to submit their work to
our website www.wetilt.com
Select the artworks you intend to exhibit and sell on the website.
Please consider that all artworks need to be fit for print.
We need a minimum of 5 artworks and a maximum of 10
artworks to work on the selection. If you are selected, your
artworks will be uploaded to the website under your personal
profile and featured collections.
The artworks can be displayed and sold under two different
edition categories: Open Edition & Limited Edition.
WeTilt will exhibit, promote and print the artworks, issue a
certificate of authenticity, process and ship the orders to the
collectors and will handle all customer support, including
refunds and returns.

Editions
Open Edition
Unlimited number of prints of selected artworks

Size availability:
20x30cm
30x40cm
40x40cm
50x70 cm

Framing:
Handmade with high quality wood
Mount of 1.4mm
Black, white and natural color
Float Glass Glaze

Type of paper:
Smooth Art Paper (FA)
Budget Art Paper (FA)
Lustre Photo Paper (PP)
Enhanced Matte Art Paper (FA)

Certificate of authenticity by WeTilt
will be delivered with the artwork.

Limited Edition
100 Limited number of prints of selected artworks sold exclusively by WeTilt

Size availability:
20x30cm
30x40cm
40x40cm
50x70 cm

Framing:
Handmade with high quality wood
Mount of 1.4mm
Black, white and natural color
Float Glass Glaze

Type of paper:
Hahnemühle Photo Glossy (PP)
Hahnemühle Photo Rag (PP)
Hahnemühle Photo Lustre (PP)
Hahnemühle German Etching (FA)

Certificate of authenticity by WeTilt
will be delivered with the artwork.

PP Photo Paper
FA Fine Art Paper

Royalties
& Pricing
Open Edition
Unlimited number of prints of selected artworks

Size

Retail price

20x30cm

42 €

30x40cm

67 €

40x40cm

75 €

50x70cm

83 €

The pricing excludes shipping, taxes and optional framing.

Limited Edition
Limited number of prints of selected artworks sold exclusively by WeTilt

Size

Retail price

20x30cm

83 €

30x40cm

125 €

40x40cm

150 €

50x70cm

167 €

The pricing excludes shipping, taxes and optional framing.
The royalty rate that the artists will receive is 20% of the retail price for each of
their sold artworks
All artists can also earn an extra 20% Aﬃliate Commission for each sale that is
directed from their Social Media or Personal Website.

About Us
In this new age of technology making yourself stand out can feel nearimpossible. And with art scenes hidden from the masses, it’s only by
knowing the right person or hitting the right algorithm that an
independent artist can monetize their skills, right? Well, we at WeTilt
feel differently. Based in Rome, Italy, we are a young team of art-lovers
who are striving to give ‘Agency’ back to the independent artist
through a platform that exposes their work to the art community and
wider public.
We understand that creating takes time and the tools available today
for artists wanting to share their work can be demanding which,
ultimately, causes the art to suffer. With this in mind we hope to take a
different approach to exhibiting art by making a space that while
elegant, remains simple and intuitive. Furthermore, we will work closely
with our artists; ensuring that their work is aptly represented in both the
physical and digital realms.
As alluded: not only will our artists get to have their work displayed in
exhibitions online, but also in our live pop-up exhibitions where pieces
will be carefully selected and displayed alongside those of other artists
from around the world. Our mission is to make a career in art possible
for all and an important step towards this is our outreach program
which aims to give artists in war-torn and impoverished countries the
ability to make earnings from their work as well.
In short WeTilt is a compendium of art with freedom of opportunity.

WeTilt collective was created to spread ideas,
talent and artistic expression
of independent artists across the world.

